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SJmmary

This report involves a graduate research project conducted at the Swedish Institute of
Microelectronics in Stockholm, which studiad the correlation between the waveguide geometry
and light intensity patterns In the opticaI far field for semiconductor lasers. A mathematical
expression has been derivad to describe the correlation between the laser far field and the
Internal laser field. A computer program has been developed to perform the calculation of laser
far field distributions from the laser waveguide electric field. The laser waveguide electric field
distributions used for the calculation of far field patterns were deduced theoretically from
waveguide parameters solving the Maxwell equations. The caJculatad far field pattems have been
compared to far field intensity distributions measured for a number of lasers fabricated by the
Institute. The far field calculations were seen to give estimations of laser far field intensity
distributions that deviated systematically from the measured values, the theoretical beamwidth
being about 7 to 12 degrees too large. Three possible causes for the deviation have been
identified, namely:

The computer program written for the transformation from laser near field to laser far field
has been seen to produce a four percent inaccuracy in the half width of the far field distribution
as a result of the Iimited version of the near field distribution used for the computer
integration. Another souree of inaccuracy in the far field half width is the fact that backward
reflection at the boundary between laser and air causes the radiated laser near field to differ
from the theoretical internal field, and thus causing a far field pattern different from the
calculated one. Finally, laser waveguide parameter values such as the waveguide thickness and
the refractive index of the active layer, which have been used for the estimation of the internal
electric field, may have been inaccurate.

If the errors in the calculations of the far field intensity distribution from laser waveguide
parameters are eliminated, the far field modelling may proceed with the far field modelling of
complex laser near field distributions originating from lasers gain-guided in the direction
parallel to the active layer. Modelling of laser far field mayalso be made to include the effect of
waveguide irregularities on the far field pattern of the laser.
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Chapter 1 Introdyctlon

This report Involves the derivation of a model that describes the light emitted by a semiconductor
laser. Semiconductor lasers are devices that consist of a number of semiconducting layers on a
substrate. A current tbrough the layered structure causes electrons In the conduction band to
recombine with holes in the valence band. The energy released by this process which is slightly
greater than the bandgap of the material may be emitted as light. The light waves generated in what
is called the active layer are confined within that layer because of a difference In the refractive
index of the active layer In comparison with the refractive index of the surrounding materia!. At
the boundary between laser and air the dlfference in refractive Index is even greater and, provided
the boundary is very smooth, most of the light Is reflected back Into the active layer and amplified
by stimulated emission. If the roundtrip gain is equal to or greater than one, a self-sustained
oscillation Is obtained. A small part of the light created by the laser Is emltted at the laser ends.
The aim of the project described in this report was to model the light emitted by the lasers as the
result of the light generated and confined within the active layer of the laser in the hope of finding
a direct relationship between the Internal laser structure and the measured far field.

The investigation Into the correlation between laser active layer geometry and laser optical far
field distribution was conducted at tbe Swedish Institute of Microelectronics in Stockholm. This
Institute develops and fabricates laser for telecommunication purposes. The lasers fabricated at
the Institute are InGaAsPllnP lasers for a wavelength of 1.55 J.LI11. The lasers that are produced are
still In the development stage showing imperfect behaviour more often than not. Explanations for
the erroneous laser behaviour may be deduced from the light distribution emitted by the laser if
the correlation between the light Intenslty pattern in the far field of the laser and the active layer
geometry is known. If an exact and unlque relation between the laser waveguide parameters and the
laser far field is derived, the waveguide geometry of a fabricated laser may be slmply deduced
from light intensity measurements only. Comparlson between active layer dimensions and
characteristics expected and actually achleved may improve the understanding of the processes and
the parameters governing the production process. and hence improve the latter. Apart from being
able to deduce waveguide parameters from far field patterns, modelling the laser light distribution
in the far field as a function of the active layer parameters may help the development of new and
improved laser structures as weil.

The light distribution within the confinement of the active layer of a laser may be described with
Maxwell's equations. With help of Maxwell's equations, expressions for the light distribution in
the laser may be derived. The light emltted by the laser behaves Iike an electromagnetic field as
described by Huygens, Kirchhoff, and Fraunhofer. An expression for the light intensity In the far
field of the laser as a result of the light distribution In the active layer may be derived assuming
that the influence of radiated field on the internal field is negligible. This report discusses the
derivation of this expression, the implementation of the derived relation into computer software,
and the comparison between the theoretically calculated far field with actual laser far fields.
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Chapter 2 Th. Optlcal Far FI.ld

2.1 Ught prQpagatjQn jn free space

Light emitted by a laser may ba considered as electrQmagnetic waves propagating through the air.
Light waves travelling thrQugh space conduct themselves Iike the electrQmagnetic waves at
radiofrequency In antenna theory. Antenna theory uses Maxwell's equations tQ descrlba an
electrQmagnetic wave in free space. The electric wave function Is knQwn tQ satisfy the fQllowing
wave equatiQn:

( 1 )

where cp = cp (x,y,z) may ba any component Qf the electrQmagnetic wave and

B .. -j~P + div g

wlth P the scalar and gthe vector source density, where B is a function of x, y, and zand describes
the source from which the wave has sprung. The factor k denotes the wave propagation in free
space. In the special case where the electromagnetic source is a point source and the source
distribution reduces to a delta-function, the field must satisfy the following equation,

~cp+k2cp=- 8(x,y,z)

where _ooJJJoo 8 (x,y ,z) d3V .. 1 .

In spherical coordinates with cp .. cp (r) the specification In (2) will be,

(2)

(3)

The solution to the hornogeneous differential equation will ba a wave of the general form,

(4)

The causality of all generated electromagnetic fields requires that all fields should distribute
themselves coming from their source. Waves cannot move towards their source, because then they
would exist bafore they are generated. Such being the case, the field Be+1kr/r does not exist In
reality. Integrating the remaining field Ae-Ikr, rover the entire free space, the factor A is found to
be 1/4x. Thus cp (r) will be,

cp (r) .. e-j k r14 xr .. h(r) (5)

As any source distribution may be thought to ba composed of a collection of delta-functions, the
field originating from any source may be thought to ba the response to a collection of delta
functions. Thus the general solution to equation (1) may be written as,
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cp(P) - .JJJ- B (xo , Yo' zJh (xp-x o ' YP-Yo' zp-ze) dxePic:Jfzo

- .JIJ- B (xo ' Yo' zJ exp {-jkrFd/47trPQdXePYc:Jfzo (6)

where P is a certain point in free space some distance away trom the source and a is a point at the

source, see Figure 1.

y.

z

p

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the geometry between source and far field.

The distance between a certain point a at the source and P in the far field of the source may be
approximated by,

r PO = Ir p - rd =v(r 0
2 - 2r p.r o + rp2) =r p v(1 - 2r p.r o/ rp2)

= r p - r p. r ol r p _ rPQ'

(7)

where rp = Ir pi and ro = Ir d and ro « r p.
Using the approximation in (7) to simplify (6), the far field of an eleetromagnetie souree
with a distribution B (x,y,z) may be written as,

cp(P) -= exp {-jkrp}/47tr p x

_ooJJJ- B (xo'yo,zd exp Ijk (xpxo + ypYo + zpZJ Ir p} dXrPYr;k (8)

On a sphere with constant radius the eleetromagnetie far field is seen to be a Fourier
transformation of the souree distribution. This Fourier transform is, eontrary to the
common Fourier transformation to the frequeney domain, defined to have a positive sign in
the exponential. The far field transform is defined as,

B (~,ll,Ç) = _JJJoo B (x,y,z) exp { j(~x + llY + l;z)} dxdydz

7
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2,2 Wgb! propagation In !be bemlspbere

In stead of a known electrical source at a known Iocation in space, the known electromagnetic
distrIbutIon of an unknown and unspecified source may ba considered. Tbe Iocatlon of tbe
electromagnetic distribution Is known and Is, furtbermore, considered to ba sltuated at tbe
origin of tbe coordinate system on a plane perpendicular to the directIon of propagatlon. For
reasons of simplicity the distributlon plane is chosen to ba the plane z..O. The source of the
distribution is then considered to ba Iocated in the hemispbere where z<O, whereas the
propagatlon from plane of distributlon takes place In the hemisphere where z>0 and where
no eleetromagnetic sources are present. The presence of the unspecified source will , In this
case, show In the boundary condltions at the plane z-O only.

z=O
a)

z

g~

,

_Z

Q, ol: I -...
lIlId ~

z=O

b)

Figure 2 a) An electromagnetic distribution in the z..O-plane, b) the dipole surface source
distribution corresponding to the distribution in a).

The distribution as mentloned by text and figure above may be described by an equivalent
surface source distribution and a short circuited wall at z=O, see Figure 2 a). The scalar and
vector source densities are replaced by a scalar source denslty distribution pand a vector
source density distribution g. The short circuited wall is necessary to satisfy the condition
that the eJectromagnetic field is zero for z<o and may ba replaced by a dipole source density
distribution, see Figure 2 b). The dipole character of the surface source distribution causes
the expression for the Impulse response of space to change. The Impulse response of half the
free space, \.e. a hemisphere, is,

h(x,y) .. (jkr + 1)/2nr 2 z/r exp{-jkr}

The electromagnetic field in any point P in the far field may then ba written as,
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cp (xp,yp) - --Ir B (xQ' Yd h (xp-x Q' Yp-Yd dXcPYQ

_ (jk/2xrp)(z/rp) e-jkrp -ooJJoo B (xQ,YJexp {Jk(xpXQ+ YpYdlr p} dXcPYQ

_ (jk/2xr p)(Z/r p) e-jkrp B (kxp/ rp , kYPlr p) (11)

Consider an electromagnetie souree with a distribution with only one electric component not
zero, causing a transverse eleetrie (TE) wave. The electrie field component Is then usually
dependent on the two cartesie coordinates x and Y In the plane perpendicular to the
propagation axis. If the electric field dependences on the two cartesic coordinates x and Y are
independent of eaeh other, the eleetrie source distribution Is merely the multiplication of
two functions, eaeh only a funetion of one cartesic coordinate,

B (x,y). Bx(x)*By(Y) ( 12)

The Fourier transform of a souree distribution Iike the one In expression (12) may be
rewritten as the multiplieation of two one-dimensional Fourier transforms,

cp (~,C) • jk (zl p)e- jkP/2 xp _ocJooBx (x) exp r j k~xl p} dx _ooI-By (y) exp r j k T1YI p} dy

• jk (z/p)e- jkP/2xp Bx(k~/p)* By (kTl/ p)

(13)

where pis the distanee between the origin (x,y) • (0,0) at the source and the point (~,TI) In
the far field.

2,3 One-djmensjonal Far Fjeld Fourjer Transform

If the eleetromagnetlc surface source distribution has only one eleetric component, the far
electrlc field wiJl also have but one component not zero. The far field of sueh an
electromagnetic souree at a constant radius may, therefore, ba considered as one eleetrie
component that shows Independent far field behaviour alang the two different cartesic axes.
The far field alang one cartesic axis is then described by a one-dimensional Fourier
transform which results from the behaviour along that one axis, while the field dependence
alang the other axis is assumed to ba a constant,

Bx (k~1 p) • -to Bx (x) exp r j k~xl p) dx (14)

For far field experiments the eleetromagnetie field is usually measured as a funetion of the
angle e batween the baam axis and the measuring device, sae Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic one-dimensional far field measurement set-up.
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If the far field is measured as a function of the angle 8, the Fourier transform should also be
expressed as an angle-dependent function. Substituting ~ ... p sin 8 in expression (14), this
expression may be written as,

Bx ( k~1 p) = Bx (k sin 8) =~ Bx (x) e+jk x sin 8 dx

Ihe one dimensional far field Fourier transform is then found to be,

Ihis formula is supported by Iitterature [1].

2.4 Inverse FraunhQfer FQurjer IransfQrm

(15)

(16)

Ihe FQurier transfQrm is renQwned for its reversability. Reversability means that the
inverse FQurier transfQrm of the FQurier transfQrm of a certain functiQn returns the
Qriginal functiQn. Ihe reversability of the Fourier transfQrm is ensured by the integratiQn
Qver an infinite frequency range and the use Qf complex functions. In this respect the
FraunhQfer far field transformation is shQwn to have some defects.

2,4,1 Light Intensjtjes and Fourjer Transtorms

Light distributiQns are usually characterized by their intensity distributiQns. Intensity
distributiQns contain only InfQrmation Qn the light amplitude. All phase infQrmatiQn is IQst
when considering intensities Qnly. Measurement Qf the phase distributiQn Qf light beams is,
hQwever, impQssibly complicated.

Ihe far field Qf a laser is the FraunhQfer Fourier transformatiQn of the complex near field
distributiQn, which involves bath the amplitude and the phase distributions. Of the resulting
far field Qnly the intensity distributiQn is measured. Ihis intensity may have been the result
Qf a wide range Qf near field distributiQns. Figure 4 shows hQW twQ different far field
functiQns display the same intensity characteristics. Inverse Fraunhofer transfQrmation Qf
thQse twQ different far field patterns that have the same intensity distribution WQuid result
in tWQ entirely different near field distributiQns. Consequently Qne far field intensity may
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correspond to any number of near field distrlbutlons.

E

a)

c) d)

Figure 4. Two different far field functIons having the same intensity functions.

Semiconductor lasers are, on the other hand, assumed to have a constant phase over the
emltting mirror end. This assumptIon assures a constant phase in the far field as weil, and
eliminates the problem caused by the Ioss of uniqueness when using light intensities. The
assumptIon of a constant phase on the emitting laser mirror is, however, abandoned when the
reflectivity of the mirror of the active layer is calculated. The validity of the constant phase
assumptIon is consequently relative to the purpose required and the exactitude desired.

Besides theoretical limitatlons, the validity of the constant phase assumption for the emitted
light has its practical limitations as weil. Fabricated lasers are far from ideal and show
small irregularities along the active layer. Such defects in the active layer geometry may
cause interference In the emitted laser light. This Interference effectively destroys the
constant phase principle of the laser. Without the security of constant phase over the entire
near field distribution, the usa of far field Intensities constitutes a problem for an inverse
transformation to the Fraunhofer far field transformation.

2,4,2 Low pass EUter Characterlstjcs

The Fraunhofer far field Fourier transformation has an even more fundamental drawback
than the one mentloned in the previous paragraph. The Ioss of phase Information in intensity
measurements of laser far field distributions is not a defect of the Fraunhofer far field
method itself, but more a defect in its use in combination with intensity measurements.

The fundamental drawback in the Fraunhofer far field transformation lies in the fact that the
far field coordinate Is restricted in its range by,

(17)
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in the expression,

fx (a) - jk e-jkP/27tp _j Bx (x) e+jk x sin a dx (16 )

The inverse Fourier transform, according to formal Fourier theory, be expressed as

Bx (x) - 1/27t -ooI- Bx (k sin a) e- jx k sin a d(k sin a)

.1/27t_tftBx (k sin a) e- jx k sin ad(k sin a)

(18 )

The restriction of the far field coordlnate range restricts the integration and, thus, causes a
cut-oft effect for certain far field 'frequencles'. This results in a low pass filter effect
where higher 'frequencies' or fast changes in the near field distribution are lost in the far
field signal, see Figure 5. This information can not ba recovered and, thus, constitutes a very
fundamental restrietion on any sort of inverse Fraunhofer transformation.

Near Field Intensity

I

Far Field Intensity

.... degrees

Figure 5. Loss of smalI, fast changes in the far field Fourler transform.

Conclusively, one may say that the form of a measured far field distributlon gives a general
indication of the form of the corresponding laser near field. For detaIled information on the
laser geometry, however, the information acquired from the far field intensity will be
insufticient.

2.4,3 Inyerse Eraunhofer Formula

Although it has just been proven in the previous paragraphs that an inverse Fraunhofer
transformation, i.e. a transformation from far field Intensity distribution to near field
distribution , cannot ba anything but inadequate, a formulation of just such an inverse
transformation will be given in this paragraph. Although the emphasis in the remainder of
this report will ba on the transformation from laser geometry to far field dlstribution, the
originally intended transformation from far field intensity to laser geometry will not be
completely forgotten.

12



According to traditional Fourier theory, the Inverse transformation of the Fourier
transform In expression (15) may ba written as

8x (x) • 1/27t J Bx (k sin e) e- jx k sin e d(k sin e) (18)

With the expression for Bx (k sin e) from (16) the near field distribution may be written
as,

8x (x) - (jk/27tpe-Jkp)-1/27tJ~ (k sin e)/cose e-1 x k sin ed(k sin e) (19)

where

~ (k sin e) • 9x (e) (20)

Like the numerical implementation of the Fraunhofer far field transformation, the
numerical correctness of the inverse transformation will be verified in the following
paragraphs.

2.5 Aççuracy in Computer Far Fjeld and Near Fjeld Calculatjons

In order to ba able to put the formulae derived in the previous paragraphs to use, two
computer programs have been developed that calculate the far field Fourier and the near field
Fourier transformation respectively. A numerical Fraunhofer Fourier transform involves
the integration of the near field distribution in the form a Iimited number of samples at
discrete distances for a finite number of far field samples. Fourier transforms are in theory
infinitely extended. Sampling of the field distributions necessarily reduces the transforms to
finite domains and to finite numbars of samples.

Both the restriction in distribution domain and the discrete nature of the distribution
samples cause inaccuracy in the resulting field distribution. In order to estimate the
Inaccuracy in the computer calculations, these calculations must ba compared with
alternative calculations of known accuracy. In the following paragraphs, it will be shown
that the use of gaussian fierld distributions may provide the desired alternative calculation
method.

2.5.1 Ihe Electromagnetjc Souree Distrjbution

A theoretical estimation of the eleetromagnetic field distribution at the laser mirror may be
made with help of MaxweU's laws in an effectively one-dimensional model of a layer
structure. If the layers are assumed to have Infinite dimensions in aU directions but the
direction of the layer width, it may be shown [1J that the electric field distribution is a
combination of hyperbolic functions within the confining layer(s) and shows an exponential
decrease outside the confining region, see figure 6.

13



aetÏve layer
width

Figure 6. Schematical representation of a layer structure and the corresponding
electromagnetic field distribution of a bulk laser.

In a rough approximation, the combination of hyperbolic and exponential functions
describing the electric field In and around the active layer may be considered to give a
gaussian electric field distribution. A gaussian function has the advantageous property of
being an eigenfunction to a Fouriertransformation, which means that the Fourier transform
of a gaussian function Is a gaussian function. Recollecting that the tar field of an
electromagnetic source is approximately a Fourier transformation of the source
ditrsibution, the far field of a laser will roughly be a gaussian function as weil.

2.5,2 Computer Calcylatjons

The computer programs that ahave been designed to calculate the far field Forier transform
and the near field Fourier transform happily exploit the fact that the lasers have near field
and far field distributions that are roughly gaussian. Both the near field and the far field
programs calculate their Fourier transforms following the steps schematically shown in the
flow diagram in Figure 7. As the two programs are quite similar, the functioning of the
transformation programs is explained by discussing the transformation from near field to
far field only.

A given near field distribution is read from its file containing any number of samples. The
field distribution must first be adjusted to best suit the calculations later on in the program.
The Fourier transform is taken over a total of five hundred near field samples. As the
intensity distribution with its semi-gaussian form is thought to have its most interesting
information contained between the two points at one percent of the maximum Intensity. By
way of a interpolation process the five hundred near field samples over which the Fourier
integration is taken are chosen to be situated between those one-percent-of maximum
intensity points.

Similarly the far field intensity pattern is represented by five hundred samples chosen
within the one-percent-of-maximum-intensity points. An estimation of the far field width
of interest is made by analytically calculating this width for the far field of the gaussian
approximation of the input near field distribution.

14



read input field distribution

prepare samples for tbe integration process

calculate Fourier transfonns

determine full widtb at half maximum

Eigure 7. Elow diagram cJescribing the consecutive steps In the calculation of the far field
Eourier transform.

The far field distribution Is calculated recognizing that the Eourier transform may ba split
into lts real and Imaglnary parts.

E (9n> • Re {E (9n)} +j Im {E (9n>}

where

Re {E (9n)} - f (xn> cos (k sin 9n xn> dXn

and

The far field intensity pattern is found as

I (9n> • cos2 9n [Re2 {E (9n>} + Im2 {E (9n>}]

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24 )

The far field intensity distribution is characterized by lts full width at half maximum which
is found as the aoole between the two far field samples that answer best to the requirement
I (9n> -0.5 Imax'

2,5,3 From Gaussjan Near Fjeld Intensjty IQ Gaussjan Far Fjeld Intensjtv

In order to test the measure in which the computer calculation from near field to far field
may be trusted. the far field of a gaussian near field is calculated. As it is possible to
analytically solve the Fraunhofer far field Fourier transformation for a gausssian function.
the results from the numerically calculated far field may be compared to the analytically
obtained far field. A short discussion on gaussian functions and their characteristic

15



parameters wiJl precede the analytical solution of the far field transform.
The general form of a gaussian electric field is

2 I

E (x) .. exp r x I a} (25)

where a is twica the square of the variance of the gaussian field. The form of a gaussian
function is determined by lts variance only. The variance Is a parameter cIosely related to
the full width at half maximum. the FWHM. The relation between the FWHM and a may ba
expressed as follows.

FWHM .. IXe=1/2(1) - Xe..1/2(2) I = 2v( a In 2) (26)

In stead of the electric field distribution. the intenslty distribution Is usually considered.
For the intensity distribution similar expressions may be evaluated.

where m .. cm 12 is twica the square of the intensity variance. and

FWHMI .. 2v( m In 2) - v(2 cm In 2)

(27)

(28)

is the full width at half intensity.
For a near field intensity as described by expression (27) the Fraunhofer far field formula
may be analytically solved. The far field intensity. as expressed by Fraunhofer. was written
as

(29 )

where Bx(x) describas the electric near field distribution.
The complete deduction of the analytical far field intensity lor a given gaussian near field
distribution with the field variance aN" may be found in appendix A. Here only the final
result will be given.

(30)

where the factor ("'/1 80) 2 is added because the dimension of a is degrees and the exponential
must be dimensionless. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the far field intensity
may then be expressed in terms of the FWHM of the near field intensity. as

FWHMFF ... {2 In 2 (180 AI x2)} IFWH MN"

The entire discussien wil! involve only normalized fundionsl
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Calculations have been made for near fields with a full width at half maximum varying
between 0.5 ~m and 3 ~m, resulting in far field patterns with a FWHM batween 13 and 65
degrees. A Iisting of the results is given in Appendix B. From these calculations it may ba
concluded that the relative discrepancy between the analytically and the numerically
obtained results is quite constant. This relative discrepancy may ba expressed as ,

MJ -\( °analytlcaJ - °numerlcaJ) I (OanalytlcaJ + 0numerlcal) I (32)

The relative inaccuracy as expressed in (32) is found to be four percent on the average,
which on an average results in an absolute inaccuray in the calculated far field FWHM of 2
degrees.

2,5.4 From Gayssjan Far Fjeld Intensjty 10 Gayssjan Near Fjeld Intensjty

If the far field intensity function is assumed to be gaussian, the near field calculated from
this far field is approximately gaussian as weil. But not quite. The cos O-factor which in the
near field to far field transformation could ba left outside of the integral signs, appears
within the integral signs in the inverse transformation. The function to be transformed is
then no langer exactly gaussian. Numerically, this slight change does not present any
problem. It is now, however, impossible to solve the transformation analytically. On the
other hand, an alternative calculation is wished for in order to check the numerical
calculations. The inverse transformation is, therefore, simplified to an expression that may
be solved analyticaUy tor a gaussian far field pattern. From previous paragraphs, the
inverse Fraunhofer transformation is known to be expressed as,

Recollecting that the far field intensity may be expressed as,

I (0) - lep (k sin 0)12

the following expression for the near field distribution results,

Bx (x) - A -ooI-...j 1(0) lcos 0 e-jk sin 0 x d (sin 0) (33)

For smaU angles where sin 0-0 andcosO-1, expression (33) may be simplified to,

(34 )

If a gaussian intensity function is assumed,

(35)

the following near field intensity function may be found

(36)
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CalculatIons have been made for far fields with a full width at half maximum between 13 and
65 degrees resulting In near field patterns with a FWHM varying between 0.8 IJm and 3 IJm.
The far field patterns from which the near field distributions were calculated were all
exactly gaussian. A Iisting of the calculated results is given in Appendix C. Uke before, the
relative discrepancy between the numerically and analytically obtained results Is examined.
The parameter tor comparison is the full width at half maximum, FWHM, of the calculated
near field. As a measure tor the relative inaccuracy In Ihe FWHM we take,

(37)

Is averagely 4.5 percent for the smaller angles. where sin a-a andcos a-1 , and increases
for angles over 20 degrees upto roughly 10 percent tor a FWHM-angle of 60 degrees.

In order to check the agreement between the far field-to-near field transformations and the
near field-to-far field transformations the calculations Iisted in Appendix Band C have been
compared. This means that the agreement between the two transformations for gaussian
intensity functions only is examined, sae Appendix D. The transformation from far field to
near field results in a near field FWHM corresponding to a far field FWHM. Similarly, the
transformation from near field to far field couples a near field FWHM to a far field FWHM.
Rearranging the results from the latter transformation we compare the correspondances
between the FWHM's, sae Appendix D. The relative inaccuracy between near field FWHM
numerically calculated with the inverse Fraunhofer transform and the near field FWHM
calculated with the forward Fraunhofer transform is seen to be averagely 4.5 percent in the
far field angle range between 5 and 30 degrees, and increases for far field angles over 30
degrees upto 22 percent for a FWHM-angle of 60 degrees. The corresponding near field
FWHM's obtained by the two analytically solved transforms show much beller agreement.
The relative discrepancy between the analytically obtained near field FWHM-s Is roughly 3
promille for far field FWHM-angles between 4 and 30 degrees. and increases to no more
than 2.6 percent for a far field angle of 50 degrees. This is despite the fact that the
analytically solved far field-to-near field transformation Involved simplifications that do
not hold tor larger far field angles. A probabie causa for the lack of agreement In the
computer transformations is probably caused by the numerical Integration that is involved
in the computer calculation of the transform and will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3 Laser Beam Measurements

Laser beam divergence Is a much quoted laser parameter. It shows at once whether the laser
behaves correctly or not, aod whether the parameters used when processing the laser have
been correct or not. Even more useful in Indlcating correct laser behaviour Is the laser light
distribution. The light intensity distribution in the far field of the laser Is dlrectly related to
the laser beam divergence, whereas the light Intensity distributIon at the front end mirror
of the laser is related to the active layer, I.e. wavegulde, geometry of the laser.

As the Interest of this project is concentrated on the correlatlon between waveguide geometry
and light distribution, measuremenl of the laser near field at Ihe front end mirror Is
considered first. Accurate measurement of the laser near field distribution will, however,
prove to be rather complicated. Defeated by these complications and encouraged by the
availability of a far field measurement set-up, we will concentrate on the measurement of
laser far field intenslty distributions.

3,1 The Laser Near Fjeld

The electric field distribution at the laser front end results from the electric field
distribution in the laser waveguide and may. therefore, give information on various laser
waveguide properties. The recording or measurement of the near field, however, confronts
us with considerabie problems. In the following paragraphs a discussion of the proximity of
the laser near field to the laser front eod aod the consequent measurement predlcaments
follows.

3,1,1 The Fraynhoter Far Fjeld Boyndar,y

In order to give an Impression of the location of the laser near field. we will first estimate
the distance from the laser where the laser far field may be considered to begin.
The simplification of Ihe far field of an eleetromagnetic source as described in paragraph 2.1
involves a first order approximation of the phase term within the integral signs:

where Q is a point at the source. Q..(Xo, Yo' 0), and P a point in the far field of the laser,
P=(x p , yp. zp). An estimation of the error caused by the Fraunhofer approximation may be
made from the error resulting from the neglected second order term

(38)

If the source distribution is restricted to an area within the circle X0
2 + Y02 S fil , the

maximum of 02 Is a2/2 r 2. Limiting the error in the phase caused by 02 to one percent,

the far field may be defined as the field at a distance r trom the source,

r> 100 a2/ À
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where À. is the wavelength of the laser.
If the light emltted by a laser wlth wavelength Ä.-1.55 J1lT11s consIdered as coming trom a
souree distribution restricted to an area within which 99% of the souree distribution is
confined, the radius of the souree wlll, In general, be weil within a.10 J1lT1. The Fraunhofer
far field requirement states then that the far field of such a laser Is that part of the half
sphere, where

r> 6.5 mm

The near field of the laser w\ll be at least a factor 1()3 closer to the laser, which Implies
that no measurement device may be able to get close enough to measure the near field
Intensity distribution directly.

3,1,2 Beported Near Fjeld Measyrements

The near field of a laser was seen to be confined to such a short distance from the emitting
laser front end as to make direct measurement imposslble. Beveral researchers, however,
have been able to report [2] [3] near field Intensity measurements from the optical Image
of the laser near field. With the use of lenses the laser near field may be magnified and
reprodueed at a distance so far removed from the emitting mlrror as to make measurements
possible. The measurements set-ups were of the general form deplcted schematically in
figure 8.

objective

---+-+-----------------~ minor

Figure 8. Schematical near field measurement set-up.

However, a near field transformed by a lens may ba deformed by Interference caused by
phase aberration resulting from the lens's finite dimensions. It Is practically impossible to
distinguish between aberrations caused by the objective and those resulting from
disturbances In waveguide geometry. Another drawback In the measurement of imaged near
field distributions Is the focussing of the image. As the transition from aperture distribution
to Fresnel near field distribution, I.e. the near field in very close proximity to the souree,
occurs as soon as the light leaves the laser mirror, It may ba Impossible to focus exactlyon
the aperture distribution. It is, therefore, impossible to teil whether the imaged near field
distribution may be interpreted as the souree distribution at the laser aperture or not.
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Conclusively, the measurements made from imaged near field distributions must ba treated
with reservation regarding their consistency with theory and expectations.

Beside Ihe fact that with a measurement set-up as depicted in figure 8 the resulting near
field intensity must ba treated with reservation, the set-up is not an easy one to build. It
was, therefore, thought to ba preferabie to measure the laser far field Intensity Instead, to
which reservations as mentioned above do not apply, and for which a measurement set-up
was already avallabIe. Results from the far field measurements may ba compared w1th
calculated far field distributions. Inserting estimations of the waveguide parameters for a
speeific laser Into the Maxwell equations for the laser near field and calculating the
Fraunhofer far field transform of the theoretlcal near field, results In the far field
distribution for that specific laser. Comparison batween experiment and theory may then
support the theoretical estimation of the electric field distribution at the laser front, and
may ba used as a double check on the estimated wavegulde parameters.

3,2 Measurement of Laser Far Fjeld Intensitjes

In the previous paragraph it was mentioned that the optical far field of a laser as defined by
Fraunhofer starts at a distance of about one centimeter from the emitting laser mirror. The
optical far field Intensity of any aperture on a sphere wlth constant radius of more than one
centimeter was seen to ba a function of the angle batween the radius and the propagation axis
only. The far field function on a sphere with constant radius in the far field of the laser was
shown to ba a Fourler transformation of the aperture distribution. Registration of the light
intensity on a circle or a sphere in the far field of a laser records this far field Fourier
transform. Measurements of laser far field intensities may be compared with Fourier
transformations of theoretically calculated laser front end distributions.

Laser Driver

Amplifier

9

Figure 9. Schematical representation of the far field measurement set-up.
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3,2,1 Measurement Set-Up

The measurement set-up with which laser far field distributions have been recorded
consists of a germanium photodiode that Is rotated In front of the radiatlng laser at a dlstance
of about 10 centimeters, sae Figure 9. The detector Is of Ihe uncooled, germanium type. The
detector slgnal Is recorded by a translmpedance amplifier that effectively zero-biases the
detector diode. The combination of Ihe detector diode and Ihe transimpedance amplifier ensure
a Iinear and accurate detector signal as represented by the Ioad line In the I-V-charactlstics
of Ihe detector diode in Figure10. The amplified detector signal is recorded graphically by an
X-V-plotter as a function of the position of the detector which corresponds to Ihe far field
angle e.

I I increasing
".,j, photocurrent

trilnsimpedance amplifier /
obias, circuit 3 -'

transimpedance amplifler'/ I
reverse bias, circuit 4

\~.

/ resistive
Ioad i1ne
obias
circuit 1

, . reslstiv..
load hlle
reverse bias
circuit ;;

Figure 10. Photodlode 1-V-characterlstics with load Iines.

During the rneasurements the lasers have been elther driven contlnuously by a constant
current of 100 mA or pulsed by a 10kHz pulse signal with negatlve, 10 lJSec long, current
pulses. Neither the laser nor the detector have been cooled during the measurements. The
signal indicating Ihe detector position, the angle between the detector arm and the normal on
the laser mlrror is produced by a potentiometer resistance that is rotated simultaneously
with the detector. The total angle covered by one sweep of the detector is 117 degrees.

3,2,2 Inaccyracy in the Far Fjeld Measyrements

The far field measurement set-up as described in the previous paragraph aims to faithfully
record the laser far field intensity as a function of the angle In the far field. Inaccuracy in
the measurements results from various reasons as imperfectIons in the construction which
rotates the detector In front of the laser and inaccuracy In the apparatus that are used for the
detection and the recording of the Intensity. Before considering the Inaccuracy contributed by
each of the parts of the measurement set-up, a standard must be defined with which a
quantative estimation of the error In the measurements may be made. As the far field
intensity distribution of a laser is near gaussian, it is expedient to characterize the far field
distributIon by its FWHM, full width at half maximum. All inaccuracles will be considered
with respect to thelr effect on the full width at half maximum.
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The first factor determining the accuracy of the measurements Is the posltioning of the laser
bahiOO the detector. The radiating laser mirror must ba placed at exactly the centre of the
semi-circle describad by the detector diode. Displacement of the laser from the centre of the
half clrcle causes the recorded Intenslty distributIon to differ from the Intended Fourler
transform. The FWHM of a galn-gulded, broad stripe planar laser was, however, 10U00 to be
but negligibly Influenced by minor displacements of the laser from the exact centre of the
clrcle.

Another source of inaccuracy Is constituted by the detector diode and the transimpectance
amplifier. The photodiode measures the intensity at one point In the far field of the laser. A
mathematIcai point, however, Is Infinltesimally smalI, whereas the detector diode has finite
dimenskms and an effective sensitive area slze of about 1 mmo Consequently, the detector
measures the combined intensity of several points over a smalI angle of about 0.6 degrees,
see Figure 11. Thus the detector has a sllghtly Integrating effect on the intensity
distribution. This effect Is enhanced by the amplifier that shows some diffieulty In following
fast changes in the detector signal when the detector Is rotated In front of the laser at some
speed. Comparison batween a statie measurement, where the detector was rotated manually,
and adynamie measurement, where the motor rotated the detector, Indicated a one percent
inaccuracy In the FWHM caused by the Integratlng effect of the amplifier. Although the
integrating effect of the effective sensitive area of the detector diode on the Intensity
distributlon was not measured, for example by placing a slit directly In front of the detector,
the effective area s1ze was considered to ba so small as to make lts contribution small
compared to the contribution from the amplifier.

_ _ - 1:': etettorJ----..---- -
Figure 11. The detector measures the intensity over a small but finlte angle, thus sllghtly

Integrating the Intenslty distribution.

The signal corresponding to the far field angle is largely responsible for the inaccuracy
caused by the recording of the detector signal as a funetlon of the far field angle. This
inaccuracy springs from two sources. Firstly, the coupling batween the rotating detector
arm and the potentiometer that produces the voltage corresponding to the far field angle
shows some play, although this has been minimized. SecoOOly, the calibration of the sweep
angle on the X-V-plotter with respect to the sweep angle in the far field Introduces some
inaccuracy In the measurement of the FWHM of an Intensity dlstribution. The inaccuracy
caused by the recording of the intensity pattern on an X-V-plotter and the subsequent
measurement of the far field FWHM-angle from the resulting curve Is estimated at ± 0.5
degrees on the average. This estimated error Is only valld for the measurements discussed in
the next paragraph, It must ba estimated anew for each new calibration of the plotter's X
signal.

The total error in the measurement of the far field full width at half maximum Is estimated
to ba ± 1 degree.
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3,2.3 Fsr Fjeld Messyrement Besylts

In order to test the correctness of the one-dimensional far field transformation that has been
derived previously, far field measurements are pertormed on lasers that are predominantly
one-dimenslonal. Planar, broad stripe gain-gulded lasers wlth an actlve layer thlckness
more than a factor 100 smaller than the effective active layer width posses highly one
dimenslonal structures. The lateral confinement of the light parallel to the active layer Is
considered to be so wlde as to have negligible Influence on the Intenslty distribution In the
transverse direction in the directIon perpendicular to the active layer. This Intensity
distribution In the vertical direction, the direction perpendicular to the active layer, Is the
Intensity that has been measured. The lasers that have been measured are broad stripe gain
guided lasers that have an active Iayer between 0.1 JLITI and 0.15 Jlm thick, a contact stripe
50 JLITI wlde, and a wavelength of 1.55 JLITI.

The measurements meant to include various laser structures with different cladding layers
and different active layer thicknesses. The Swedish Institute of Microelectronics where these
measurements have taken place, however, produces only lasers with active thicknesses in
the range of 0.08 JLITI and 0.20 JLITI. The active layer of the lasers Is InGaAsP and the
surrounding layers are p- and n-type InP with various doping concentrations. In some
lasers extra cladding layers in InGaAsP are present. Three of the four laser types that have
been examined, among which a quantum-well laser, have MOVPE grown active Iayers,
whereas one type Is entirely LPE fabricated. As broad stripe lasers require a lot of driving
current, all lasers have been drlven with a pulsed current signal In order to avoid damage to
the lasers as a resuh of overheating.

lasertype average average trans- standard devia- calculated
wavelength verseFWHM tioninFWHM FWHM
(wn) (delZI'ees) I'dellrees) (de2tees)

411, MOVPE 1.55 ±O.OI 550 ± 10 62.90

bulk laser

633, MOVPE 1.57 ±O.Ol 400 ±2° 52.40

bulk laser

42:2, LPE 1. 54 ±O.OI 47.20 ±O.6° 62.90
bulk laser

590, MOVPE 1.55 ±O.O2 44.30 ± 1.10 53.80

quantum-well

Table 1. FWHM results tor the measured laser types.

The measurement results have been compared to calculated far field intensity distributions.
The far field intensity patterns have been calculated by first using the Maxwell equations to
arrlve at an expression for the electrlc field within the laser and Integrating thls electric
field distribution to solve the far field Fourier transformation. The electric field inside the
laser has been calculated assuming a refractive index for doped InP of 3.17, a refractive
index for passive InGaAsP cladding layers of 3.39, and a refractive index for the active
InGaAsP layer of 3.52. No consequences of the two-dimensional confinement (in the lateral
direction from gain-guiding) of the light within the active layer have been considered. The
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wavelength is assumed to be uniformly 1.55 J.lIT1 for the laser types used for the
experiments. The laser structures and dimensions as used for the calculations are given in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Laser structures for the four laser types for which the far field intensity was
both measured and calculated.

In spite of the fact that refractive Indices and active layer thicknesses tend to vary over a
wafer with several samples of the same laser type, the standard deviation in the measured
far field FWHM-angles is in the order of magnitude of the estimated error of the
measurement set-up. The calculated FWHM-angles of the lasers are systematically circa 20
percent larger than the FWHM-angle measured for that laser. Such a systematic discrepancy
between calculations and observations must have very fundamental causes. In the next
chapter possible explanations for the discord between theory and observation will be
discussed.
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Chapter 4 Dlsagreement betweon Theoretlcal CalculatIons and Experlmental
Obseryatlons

In the previous chapter It has been mentloned that the far field Intensity distribution
perpendicular to the active layer of a laser is systematlcal!y wlder when calculated as the
Fourier transform of the electric field wlthin the laser than the Intenslty distribution when
measured In the laser far field. In this chapter several defects in the calculations of the laser
far field and thelr contribution to the systematic error In the far field calculatlons are
discussed. The posslble causes may be summarlzed as the numerlcal restrictions In computer
calculations of Fourler transforms, the Imperfect description of the laser near field at the
front end mlrror, and the Inaccuracy in the laser parameter Information. Ihe calculation of
the far field Intensity distribution of lasers Is seen to be rather sensitive to smal!
Inaccuracies in the laser near field distribution. The calculation of the laser near field must,
therefore, become more accurate before good rapport between theory and experiment may be
expected.

4.1 Numerical Oefects in the Fer Field CalculatiQos

10 paragraph 2.5 it has beeo meotlooed that calculations with the far field program show a
constant four percent discrepaoce when compared to analytical calculations when both
methods of calculation use gaussiao near field distributions. This systematic disagreement
between numerical aod analytical far field calculatioos Is probably caused by the discrete
and fioite nature of the distribution over which the far field Fourier is numerical!y
calculated.

Ihe program calculating the far field lotensity pattern for a given near field distribution
assumes the near field to have a somewhat gaussian distribution with the dominant part of
the distrlbution located near the active layer of the laser. Ihe tails of the distribution,
containing the field information for the electric field far removed from the active layer,
have been coosidered to be too smal! to be of any interest. In the program the near field
distribution Is, therefore, only considered betweeo the Iocations where the field intensity is
reduced to one percent of the maximum intensity. AI! samples of the near field distribution,
which are five hundred in number, have been chosen to be situated within those two points of
one percent of the maximum intensity. Ihe sampled near field distribution stripped of its
tails is then Integrated in order to calculate the far field Fourier transform.

Ihe absence of Informatioo on the tails of the near field distrlbution for which the Fourier
transform Is calculated, however, has lately been considered as the foremost cause of the
systematic four percent disagreement between oumerical and analytical Fourier
calculations. A qualitative explanation for the influence of the !imitatioo of the distribution
ioterval may be given on the basis of an example iIIustrated In Figure 13. Figure 13a)
depicts a rectangular waveform. Ihe Fourier transform of the rectangular waveform may be
analytical!y derived by divlding the Fourier integral over the waveform io three seperate
Integrals. Ihe three integrals comprise the three main parts of the waveform, the ioterval
for x<-p where the waveform is zero, the interval for -p<x<p where the waveform is one,
and the Interval x>p where the waveform once again equals zero. Only the integral over the
interval -p<x<p where the rectangular waveform is not zero contributes to the Fourier
transform of the waveform in Figure 13a).
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Figure 13. Two waveforms a) a rectangular waveform, and b) a constant wave, serve to
lIIustrate the (purely mathematical) effect of a finite Integration Interval on the
Fourler transform of a function.

Figure 13b) shows a constant wave, f(x)-1 for all x. The Fourler transform of this constant
function involves an Integration over the entire x-domain. A numerical calculation of the
Fourier transform of a constant function will of necessity limit the integration interval to a
finite domain. If, for example, the Integration interval is Iimited to the Interval -p<x<p, the
numerically calculated Fourier transform of the constant function will coincide with the
numerical Fourier transform of the rectangular waveform in Figure 13a).

The Fourier transform of a constant function is a delta function, whereas the Fourier
transform of the rectangular pulse form in Figure 13a) is a sine function. For sure, the sine
function will in the limit for p increasing to infinity, approach the delta function, but the
example shows how the numerical calculation of the Fourier transform of an infinitly
extended function fundamentally and mathematically differs from the analytically derived
Fourier transform. The example also shows how the limitation of domain fundamentally and
mathematically changes a function. Although, in the case of a gaussian function, the
information contained in the side-tails of the function Is slight, the function Is mutilated
beyond repair when the tails are omitted. Although the consequences of numerical Integration
for the Fourier transform of laser near fields are expected to be less than in the example
given above, they are as fundamental. Extension of the numerical integration interval will
decrease the discrepancy between numerical and analytical Fourier transforms, but will not
solve the fundamental mathematical problem behind it.

In chapter three we have discussed far field measurements and calculations for a number of
planar laser structures. For the lasers under discussion, a four percent inaccuracy in the
numerical calculation of the far field width results In an absolute inaccuracy in the far field
FWHM-angle of about four degrees. As the difference in measurement results and
calculations is twelve degrees on the average, a four degree Inaccuracy contributes one third
of the noted difference. Consequently, reduction of the error caused by the numerical
integration is highly desirabie. Extension of the number of near field samples and hence the
near field domain is Iimited by the calculating capacity of the computer. In stead of forever
increasing the number of samples, a correction factor Is preferably derived correcting the
Fourier transformation for the effect of the restricted Integration interval. If, of course, a
reliable correction factor can be found.
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While for the near field distributIon the Interval covered by the samples is more important
than the sample distance, preferences are reversed for the samples In the far field when
calculating the transform from near field to far field. As the far field distribution of a laser
has lts most Important Informatlon centred within the full wldth at half maximum, the
sample dlstance In thls area must be mlnimized to arrive at the highest possibIe accuracy.
The larger the far field sample distance, the larger Is the Inaccuracy In the exact form of the
Intensity pattern and hence in the far field half width. In the calculatlons discussed in the
previous chapter the absolute Inaccuracy In the far field FWHM-angle amounted to no more
than 0.35 degrees, which Is small compared to the total Inaccuracy in the calculated far field
FWHM-angle.

4,2 Beflectjoo Bod Scatterjog at the laser-Air Bouodary

In the derivation of the mathematical expression for the far field of a cartaln aperture
source in one half of the free space, the aperture dlstribution resulted from an unspecifled
source in the other hemisphere. The unknown source has been excluded from the derivation
by assuming a short-circuited wall In the plane of the aperture. A cos a-factor has been
included In the expression of the far field of an aperture constricted to one half of the free
space In order to describe the directivity and the loss of spherical symmetry resulting from
the constriction of the free space. This theoretical description, however, faiJs to describe the
reflection phenomena inside the laser in the hemisphere containing the source, phenomena
that are such sn essential part of laser behaviour.

Let us now reconslder the situation and assume a situation where the aperture is a slit in a
wall which divides a sourceless hemisphere from the hemisphere containing an
electromagnetic source. According to reference [4] an obliquity factor cos a - cos '" must be
taken Into account In the expression of the far field distribution In the sourceless half of the
free space. The angles a and", in the obliquity factor denote the angles between the vectors r
respectively r' and the normal to the plane of the aperture, see Figure 14.

apenure

~

source

c

farfield

p

normal

Figure 14. Geometry of source and far field for the derivation of a far field formula.
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If the souree Is considered to be sltuated on the norrnal behind the aperture, the factor cos '11
equals -1 and the obIiquity factor becomes cos 9+1. In the forward direction along the
normal on the aperture plane the obliquity factor aquaIs 2, lts maximum. In the backward
direction, where cos 9--1, the obliqulty factor reduces to zero, whlch means that no
reflected waves exlst In that half of the space.

At the laser front end aperture the sltuation differs subtly from the one sketched above. The
souree of light Is the electromagnetlc field In the laser that may be calculated from the
Maxwell aquations. The source may be considered as Iocated, In Figure 14, on the norrnal to
the plane of the aperture directly behind the aperture. Part of the light Incident on the
aperture, however, Is reflected at the transition from laser to air. The partlal reflection at
the laser mirrors combined with internal gain keeps the laser oscillating. Thus, the
reflection at the laser front end Is an essential part of laser behaviour. No reflection
phenomena on the laser-air boundary were taken Into account In the derivation of the laser
far field. As explicitly mentioned, the obliquity factor in the backward direction equals zero
and thus assumes zero reflectivity at the aperture. Although the derivation of the far field
Fourier transformation In chapter two differs slightly from the one described in thls
paragraph, the same holds for that theory. A short-clrcuited wall effectively excludes all
possibility of backwards reflection. Consequently, the Fraunhofer far field Fourier
transform derived in chapter two does not make allowance for partial reflection of light at
the laser-air boundary.
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Figure 15. Diagram lIIustrating the relation between electric and magnetic fields óf an
electric and magnetic radiation source at the output of a heterostructure
waveguide after reference [7].

A Iimited number of researchers has recognized the Influence of backwards reflection at the
laser-air boundary on the far field patlern of a laser [5] [6] [7]. They have recognized that
reflection at the boundary between the laser and air implies that the electromagnetic field
radiated from the laser front end is not exactly equal to the electromagnetic field within the
laser calculated assumlng plane waves. Part of the rays that would have been radiated In the
forward direction in the case of a real aperture, is reflected backwards from the laser-air
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boundary wlth a reflection coefficlent R,

(40)

The obliquity factor derlved prevlously must now be corrected for the effect of reflection,
which results In the followlng obliqulty function,

g - cos 9 - cos 'I' + R [cos (n- 9) - cos 'l'l (41)

The expression (41) simplifies into the approximate obliquity function,

(42)

where t is the relative permittivity of the laser material, pis the axial propagation factor in
the laser, and k is the propagation factor in air. This obliquity function Is a revision of the
cos 9-factor that appeared in the far field expression derived in chapter 2. The authors [7]
that have derived this new obliquity factor have found that the calculated far field
distribution narrows with about six degrees at half maximum as a result of the introduction
of the factor Into the far field expressions, see Figure 16. As a decrease of six degrees in the
calculated FWHM-angle would about halve the error in the far field calculation, the
introduction of the factor in expression (42) into the far field formulas would substantially
improve the accord between theory and experiment.
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Figure 16. Far field patterns of a DH laser with an active layer thickness of d-0.18 J.lm.

4,3 Inaccuraçy in Waveguide parameters

As mentioned before, measurements of laser far field patterns may be compared with
calculations from theoretical estimations of the electric field distributions within the lasers.
Calculation of the electric field within a laser waveguide Is based on information on
waveguide parameters such as the thickness of the active layer, the refractive indices tor the
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various laser materiais, and the wavelength of the light generated by the laser. If the
parameter values of the waveguide structure are incorrect, the theoretically calculated
electric field within the laser must ba incorrect as weil. Incorrectly estimated near fields
result in incorrectly estimated far fields.

4.3,1 Actiya layer Tbjckness
The first parameter that Is needed to calculate the electric field inslde the laser Is the
thickness of waveguide. Important for the accuracy In assumed laser thickness is the method
of measuring the actlve layer thickness. The front end mirror of a laser Is etched and
subsequentiy studied in an electron microscope. In order to arrive at a fair estimate of the
active layer thickness a large magnification factor is used. Such a large magnification
requires a large difference in intensity of scattered electrons. The laser mirror is etched in
order to create a difference In surface level for the different layers in the laser. Active layer
material, active InGaAsP, is etched more easily than surrounding material, InP. The active
layer, therefore, stands out dark against a light background when viewed in the electron
microscope. During etchlng the material surrounding the active layer is etched slightly, too.
During the etching process, when the active layer is receding from the former laser mirror,
the surrounding material is not only exposed to the etching acid on the former mirror, but
on the sides where the active layer used to be, as weil, see Figure 17.

1;-&ohmg

After etehing

InP InP

f --Aetive ",,, process aetual observed
layer 4--,...- thickness thickness

I~InP

a)

Figure 17. An explanation of the process of etching necessary tor the photographic
measurement of the active layer thickness using an electron microscope; a)
etching process, b) resulting apparent thickness.

Over-exposure of the material surrounding the active layer may result in a hole where the
active layer used to ba that is wider than the active layer itselt. Observation of the laser
front end in the electron microscope after etching will then result in a systematic over
estimation of the active layer thickness. A plot dispiaying the far field width as a function of
active layer thickness, see Figure 18, clearly shows how small variations in active layer
thickness tor thicknesses in the range between 0.10 lJlT1 and 0.20 lJlT1 result in large
variations in the far field FWHM-angle.
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Figure 18. The far field FWHM-angle calculated as a function of the active layer thlckness
for the structure InP/lnGaAsP/lnP wlth refractive Indices n. 3.17/3.52/3.17.

The phenomenon described above has been recognized as apossible contribution to the
systematic disagreement between theory and experiment where the far field width of a laser
Is concerned. However, as yet no Investigation has been made to justify the hypothesis that
the etching process used for the photographic recording of the laser structure causes a
systematic over-estimation of the active layer thickness. Nor has a quantative estimation of
the possible contribution of over-estimation of the active layer thickness to the error in the
calculated far field width of a laser been made. The only factor that as yet seems to support
the theory of over-etching of the active layer is the fact that, although photographic
measurement of actlve layer thickness of a laser type for several samples from one wafer
shows at least ± 0.01 JUT' variation in thickness, no variations In far field FWHM
corresponding to such thickness variations have been observed for the measured samples.
The variations in measured active layer thickness may have been more the result of
variations in the over-etching than of variations in actual active layer thickness. If the
hypothesis Is proven to be correct, the contribution to the far field error may be
considerable.

4.3,2 Befractive Index Varjatjons

For the calculation of the propagation factor for electromagnetic waves In a certain material
information on the dielectric constant or the refractive Index of that material is necessary.
Solving the boundary conditions for the electric field inside the active layer of a laser, the
refractive indices of the various materials In and around the active layer of the laser are
indispensabie.

As has been mentioned before, the lasers that have been measured are all lasers in InGaAsP
and InP with a wavelength of 1.55 JUT'. The refractive Index of InP has been a subject of
research for a number of years [8] [9] [10] [11] as a function of doping concentration and
free carrier concentration. The refractive index of InGaAsP boasts fewer investigations, but
has been studied [8] [11], not only as a function of doping and free carrier concentrations,
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but as a function of the portions Arsenic and Gallium in the composition. lattice mismatch.
and wavelength. as weil. Doping concentrations of the various layers and laser wavelength
are known for the lasers considered in this report. Lattice mismatch and carrier
concentrations tor the active layer. on the other hand. are not known. The refractive index of
active InGaAsP is. therefore. not known wilh a high degree of accuracy. At first Ihe accuracy
of Ihe refractive Index value was Ihought to ba adequate for the accuracy in Ihe calculations.
Calculations of far field FWHM-angles for laser structure where only the refractive index of
the active layer is varied show. however. that variations of 0.10 in the refractive index may
cause 20 degree variations in the far field width. Although a 0.10 variation in the refractive
index is larger than may ba expected. it shows in general that variations in the refractive
index of the active layer have considerabIe impact on the far field intensity distribution of
the laser. More reliable information on refractive index of active InGaAsP for the laser
structures produced at the Institute are necessary for future calculations.
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Chapter 5 DI,cu,,'on of Euture Deyelopment.

The project that Is the subject of this report has mostly been concentrated on the modelling
of the far field Intenslty distribution of a laser as a transformation of a theoretically derived
internal laser field. Such theoretical modelling assumes slmplified and hence Ideal laser
behaviour and active layer geometry. However, the modelling with ideallaser assumptions
proved a much more complicated task than was at first expected. Many more factors proved
to have much more Impact on the accuracy of the far field modelling than was Initially
reckoned with. Expeetations and possibilities had to be reconsidered. Alternative numerical
methods lor the far field calculations had to be tried, and Improved measurements had to be
made. As a consequence most time was invested In the Improvement of the far field modelling
which left na time to put the model Into practica lor the purposes Inltlally aimed at. The aim
of the laser far field modelling was to explain uncharacteristic behavlour of lasers with
irregular far field patterns, and to compare fabricated lasers with their design In order to
deduce improvements from the results.

However, a start has been made to a qualitative investigation on the influence of waveguide
irregularities and asymmetries on the laser far field pattern. Lasers with mesa structures
were etched to reveal the mesa and to Inspeet the regularity of the laser mesa. A short
discussion on this subject is included in the report as it is the natural continuation of the
investigation into the correlation between active layer geometry and laser far field
distribution. The chapter finishes with a summary of the defects of the far field-waveguide
geometry relation derived in this report and a discussion on possible future directions that
the investigation may take.

5,1 The Effect of Wayegyjde Irregylarjtjes on the Laser Ear Fjeld pattern

Eor semiconductor lasers with planar structures the electric field in the active layer may be
calculated $Olving the boundary conditions of the Maxwell equations for the various layers.
Eor laser stuctures with active layer mesas, which have an active layer width that is about
ten times the active layer thickness, the electric field distribution within the laser is
confined in two direetions In stead of one. The electric field In the laser may still be
calculating assuming one-dimensional structures for the transverse electric field
perpendicular to the active layer. The electric field in the lateral direction parallel to the
active layer may be calculated in much the same manner, provided the effect of the active
layer confinement in the other, the transverse direction, Is taken into account. The effect of
the transverse confinement of the active layer may be represented by an effective refractive
Index for the active layer that Is lower than the actual active layer refractive Index. Thus the
layered laser structure In the transverse direction is supplanted by a uniform structure of
different refractive index. The electric field in the lateral direction may now be calculated
by $Olving a one-dimensional boundary problem.

Such calculations of the internal laser field assume perfectly smooth boundaries between the
active layer and the surrounding layers. The control of InGaAsP deposition is such that in the
transverse direction, perpendicular to the active layer, the boundaries between active and
passive material are almost perfectly smooth. In the lateral direction, parallel to the active
layer, the boundaries between active and passive material are not determined by deposition
but by an etching process. The smoothness of the mesa sides after etching does not aqual the
smoothness achieved by the epitaxy deposition In the transverse direction. Severallasers
that produced rather irregular lateral far fields were etched to expose the mesa. Thus, the
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regularity of the laser mesas could ba studied and compared to theoretical estimations, from
Iitterature [12 ], of far field patterns resulting from irregular mesas.

5.1.1 InspectjQn Qf MalfunctjQnjng SjnglemQde SemiconductQr Lasers

The lasers for which the regularity of the mesa structure has been checked are buried mesa
hetero-structure lasers, see Figure 19. With an etching process describad in more detail in
Appendix 0, the Iayers on top of the mesa have been removed. Two of the three lasers chosen
for the 'obduction'·process displayed a transversal far field pattern that was as gaussian as
it was expected to be, whereas their lateral far field intensity showed irregularities
superimposed on the gaussian form, see Figure 20. The third laser had a smooth far field in
both directions, but hinted towards multimode operation when placed in a Fabri·Perot
cavity.
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Figure 19. The front end of a semiconductor laser.
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Figure 20. The measured far field intensity of the supposedly gaussian laser beam, a) in the
lateral direction, b) in the transversal direction.

Two suppositions are made regarding the possible cause of the irregularities in the lateral
far field Intensity. Firstly, It Is supposed that as good control over the width of a grown layer
is hard to accomplish, the width of the active layer may have become too wide to support a
transverse singlemode. If such is the case, small portions of other modes may influence the
far field pattern. Multimode operation in a singlemode laser may cause severe
malfunctioning of the laser in its applications, for example in a Fabri-Perot cavity.
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Secondly, it is supposed that the lack of smoothness on the sides of the active layer may
contribute to the far field irregularities by causing diffuse reflections of the laser light. The
spots where the light Is reflected diffusely may be considered as small additional light
sources within the active layer. These additional light sources supposedly influence the far
field pattern by Interfering with the desired light.

The widths of the first two lasers were found to ba so small as to enable us to discard the
supposition that undesired multimode operation caused the lasers' r1ppled far field. The
third laser, the laser with acceptable far field patterns in bath directions, however, had an
active layer width of more than 1.5 ~m. An active layer width of 1.5 J.IlTl Is specified as the
maximum width required for singlemode operation. The misbehaviour of this laser when
placed in a Fabri-Perot cavity probably results from undesirable multimode effects caused
by its extreme active layer width.

Figure 21. Schematical representation of the remaining mesa-structure with the three
InGaAsP layers on top.

In order to investigate the measure of roughness of the active layer edges, the three lasers
were etched with several different chemicais. Each chemical removed one consecutive layer,
so that at last the mesa with the three InGaAsP-layers on top was laid bare, as schematically
shown In Figure 21. The consecutive steps in the etching process are described in Appendix
E.

Again the results were photographically recorded. Some representative photographs are
shown in Figure 22. The photographs show that alang the length of the active layer there are
smaU irregularities. These irregularities were to be seen on all three lasers under
examination. As one of the lasers had an acceptable far field intensity pattern, these small
Irregularities can hardly have contributed to the obnoxious ripple in the far field patterns of
the other two lasers. One of the two lasers with ripple on the lateral far field pattern
showed, however, a smalliateral displacement alang the active layer. This lateral
displacement is known as a WstitchingW-error. A stitching error is an alignment error in
the mask with which the semiconducting layers are etched to form, for example, the active
layer stripes. An alignment error in the mask may occur when the main pattern of the mask
is copied several times and the copies are not aligned with sufficient precision at the
transition from one copy to another. In order to find some back-up for this theory, three
different masks were examined. The mask with which the two lasers with Irregular far field
patterns were made, proved to have more and larger stiching errors than the other two
masks. The distance between two consecutive stiching-errors, moreover, was about 270 ~m,

whereas the length of one laser strips was 300 J.IlTl for the lasers under investigation,
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inferring that there is at least one stitching error in every laser. The mask with which the
third laser had been fabricated, showed hardly any recognisable stitching errors and was
reduced four times when used, so that it is improbable that stiching errors have been
introduced by this mask.

a) b

Figure 22. Representative photographs of the mesa geometry, a) as seen from above, b) as
seen from the side.

a) b)

Figure 23. A stitching error, a) in the laser stripe, b) in the mask.

5.1.2 Modelljng of Wayegujde Irregylarjtjes

Irregularities in the form of the active layer of a laser are considered to be responsible for
multiple peaks or peak shifts in the laser far field intensity pattern. In reference [12]
models are proposed to introduce the effects of waveguide irregularities into the calculations
of laser far field distributions. Two different types of waveguide imperfections are
distinguished. Firstly, the axis of one half of the waveguide may be displaced with respect to
the axis in the other half of the waveguide, besides having a waveguide width at variance with
the one in the other half, see Figure 24. The stitching error recognized in the previous
paragraph is such a displacement. A sharp discontinuity or put at the edge of the waveguide
may be recognized as a second irregularity, see Figure 25.
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Figure 24. Schematic representation of a shift In the wavegulde axis, after ref. [12].
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Figure 25. Example of a sharp discontinuity at the edge of the active region, after [12].

The effect of Ihe defect in waveguide geometry mentioned first, Ihe displaeement of one half
with respect to the other half, may be summarized as a variation of the optical mode of the
waveguide. If Ihe laser oscillates above threshold in the fundamental transverse mode of one
half of the waveguide, it may hop to the fundamental mode of Ihe other half, causing the laser
far field either to shift In lateral direction, or to switch to a new far field pattern, or to
show multiple Interference peaks.

The influenee of a sharp discontinuity at the edge of the active layer causes the active layer
boundary at that tiny portion of the active layer to change angle, causing a phenomenon
similar to the bending of an optical waveguide. At the Iocation where the optical waveguide
bends s1ightly, light escapes the waveguide at an angle close to Ihe active Iayer, see Figure
25. Thus, light escaping from the optical waveguide at the sharp discontinuity arrives at the
laser mirror at a small distanee from the active layer end causing interference with the
regular laser light. The resulting interferenee causes a peak in the far field pattern at an
angle that is aqual to Ihe angle of the light escaping trom the waveguide. A far field pattem
for a waveguide with three such discontinuities is shown in Figure 26.

The conclusion is that the most probable cause for far field irregularities of singlemode
semiconductor lasers discussed in the previous paragraph are (phase-shifting)
discontinuities along the length of the active layer. For the investigated lasers the cause of
the far field irregularities probably is the geometric discontinuity resulting from so-called
stitching errors.
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Figure 26. Far Field pattern calculated with the assumption of three sharp discontinuities at
the waveguide edges, after ref. [12].

5.2 Improvement of laser Far Fjeld Calculatjons

The investigation that is the subject of this report calculates the far field distribution of a
laser from the electric field Inslde the laser. The light Intensity In the opticaI far field of a
laser may ba described by a Fourier transformation of the electric field distribution on the
laser front end mirror. Understanding has dawned during this Investigation that the electric
field distribution radlated from the laser mirror is not exactly equal to the electric field
exlsting Inslde the laser. On the boundary between laser material anel air the electric field is
Influenced by the existance of reflection of the electromagnetic waves back into the active
layer. The backward reflection at the laser mirror deforms the electric field so that it
satisfies the boundary conelitions on both sides of the laser mirror. The existance of the
laser-air boundary phenomenon must ba taken Into account when calculating laser far field
distributions.

A computer program has been written to perform the calculations from laser waveguide
parameters to internal laser field to laser far field intensity. This program has shown a
lamentable lack of accuracy of about four percent of the far field half width. Most of the
inaccuracy in the computer program springs from problems with the numerical Fourier
transform with which the laser far field patterns are calculated. The numerical calculation
suffers trom the Ioss of information caused by the sampled and Iimited representation of the
laser near field distribution over which the Fourier integration takes place. Extension of the
integration interval for the Fourier transform as weil as an increase in the numbar of
samples would reduce the Inaccuracy but would not quite solve the problems.

Besides the improvements suggested above for the calculations from laser internal field
distributions to laser far field patterns. an improvement of the accuracy of the waveguide
parameters used is necessary to achieve improved internal field estimations. For
semiconductor lasers with planar structures the electric field inside the laser may be
calculated solving the boundary conditions of Maxwell's equations for the various layers. In
order to arrive at a Iikely internal electric field distribution, it is important to ensure
maximum accuracy in the parameter Information of the various layers. Values as the layer
thickness and refractive Index must be reliable for the active layer especially.
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In future, when the suggestions tor improvement of the far field calculations have been taken
to heart, the modelling may be Improved by uslng two-dimensional and complex far field
formulas. The calculation of the internal laser field would benefit, especially where the
general applicability Is concerned, from the use of accurate refractive Indices preferably in
their orlginal, that is complex, state and in combination with complex calculations. It is a
well-known fact that planar, gain-guided laser structures show an electric field parallel to
the active layer wlth a varying phase component. In order to ba able to do justlee to varying
phase components In the electric field distributions of a laser, complex calculations may no
Ionger be avoided.

Although two-dimenslonal far field measurements would be hard to accomplish, the formulas
for the far field patterns are originally two-dimensional. The accuracy In describing the far
field of a laser as a function of two coordinates might improve the two-dimensional
estimation of the laser far field over the one gathered from the lateral and the transverse far
field intensities seperately.

Besides developing and improving the far field estimation for Ideal lasers, quantitative
estimations of Iikely irregularities in the far field pattern resulting from laser waveguide
imperfections may ba made in future. On top of this, far field pattern Investigation may then
be conducted for the lateral far fields of gain-guided lasers. In short, new dimensions may be
added to laser waveguide modelling when the calculation of far field pattems is improved to
perfection.
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Appendix A

Analytlcal DerivatIon of the Fourler Transform of a Gausslan FunctIon
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Appendix B

Comparlson of Humerlcal and Analytlcal far field CalculatIons for Gausslan
Hear field Palterns
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Appendix C

Comparlson of Numericai and Analytlcal Near Field CalculatIons for Gausslan
Far field Palterns
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Appendix D

Comparlson of Numericai Far Field and Near Field CalculatIons for Gausslan
Field DIstributIons
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Appendix E

Llstlng of the ChemicaI Etchlng Steps for Reveallng the Actlve Layer Mesa

The consecutive steps tor the chemical etching ot semiconductor lasers in order to bare the
laser's mesa.

1) Gold-etching (2 min):

2) H2Qz+KOH-etching (3 min):

3) Gold-etching (1 min):

4) HF-etching (3 min):

6) HéO.. : H20 / 4:1-etching (6 min):
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to remove the gold contact layer

to remove the Ti-W

to remove the Au-Sn

to remove the nitrid-Iayer

to remove the contact-Iayer

to remove the InP
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